PRESS RELEASE
Sofitel Macau Brings You the Most Cooling Summer
Macau SAR, 26 June, 2017 – Tired of the sweating during these summer days? We have prepared a series of
cooling delicacies and spa promotions for you. Indulge yourself with us and forget the hot weather in Macau!

MISTRAL RESTAURANT
Southeast Asian Dinner Buffet
What makes the coolest summer? Gourmets and fun from Southeast Asia! Mistral is transforming to a street
market providing 5-star cuisines this summer. 4 professional chefs from Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, and
Indonesia, to prepare on spot your sumptuous classic dishes. More, they will dress up in traditional attire: a total
Southeast Asian mood.
Upon being seated, get yourself a freezing cold Cincau Soya Bean Drink, or the live-made Malaysian Teh Tarik –
the celebrated Malaysian hand-pulled milk tea. What about a bottle of Singaporean, Thai, or Indonesian beer?
Maybe all of them? Enjoy to the last drop as there’re unlimited servings.
Then move to indulge in a wide range of seafood: Singapore Hainan Chicken Rice, Malaysian Asam Laksa, Thai
Tom Yum Prawn Soup, or Indonesian Kambing Guling! Close your starry night with Indonesian Pancakes,
Malaysian Coconut Rice, Singaporean Crushed Ice, and the famous Thai Mango Sticky Rice, among other
mesmerising desserts.
Your dreamy Southeast Asia is here at Mistral, this summer.
03/07 – 31/08/2017
Southeast Asian Dinner Buffet

MOP348+/person (Sun - Thu)
MOP388+/person (Fri - Sat)

Mistral Restaurant

+853 8861 7210

***

LE CHINOIS CANTONESE RESTAURANT
Summer 8-course Set
You will be surprised by the creations of Le Chinois dedicated for the summer, for its new dishes with light
sauces, reviving seasonings, and stimulating ingredients are used to energise your taste buds.
Chefs pair the light vegetable like winter melon, with creative or nourishing ingredient, like Marinated Okra with
Honey and Sprite, Double-Boiled Fresh Coconut with Abalone, Dried Scallops and Bamboo Pith, to make the

refreshing cuisines. In addition, summer dishes are also dedicatedly created with seasonal fruit and seafood,
such as Crunchy Lobster Baked with Fresh Coconut and Honey, Crispy Prawns with Pomelo and Mango and Fried
Rice with Fresh Fruits.
Summer à la carte menu is also available.
All Your Favourite Dim Sum You Can Eat
Dim Sum is arguably the most acquainted and popular Cantonese delicacy. Le Chinois, the renowned Cantonese
restaurant in Sofitel Macau, is treating you all-you-can-eat dim sum to quench your thirst for quality ones.
You’ll be sampling the most classic and the most innovative dim sum items, from Shrimp Dumplings with XO
sauce and Shaomai pork with prawn, to Creamy Custard Bun and Baked puff in Swan shape. Accompany with the
dim sum set is the incredible view of Pearl River Delta, as well as the joyful dialogues with your loved ones.
To enhance your experience, the set also includes appetising soups, main courses and desserts of your choice
such as Chef's Special Kung Fu Soup, Sautéed Squid with Black Truffle, Stir-fried Chicken in Kung Pao Style and
Double-boiled snow lotus herb sweet soup etc.
03/07 – 31/08/2017
8-course Set

MOP288+/person (min. 2 persons)

All-you-can-eat Dim Sum Set Lunch

MOP168+/Adult
MOP98+/Child

Le Chinois Cantonese Restaurant

+853 8861 1001

***

RENDEZVOUS LOBBY BAR
Delight Afternoon Tea Set
Tired of the sweating during these summer days? Exhausted by the burning sunlight? Hop into RendezVous at
Sofitel Macau to get cool, and experience the sumptuous light fares prepared exclusively for you. This summer,
the delight tea set is to offer you a cool summer afternoon by redefining light food, and the special culinary
creations are to revive your moods from the heat.
Awake your appetite with a sip of Chilled Port Wine Strawberry Soup – a little bit of sweet and sour – and have
fun in the berry wonderland. Moving on, get mesmerised by the summer exotica of Vietnamese Rice Paper Roll
with Prawn and Cucumber and paired with fresh detox juice.
Enjoy with a friend a cool summer afternoon.

03/07 – 31/08/2017
Delight Afternoon Tea Set

MOP258++/2 persons

RendezVous Lobby Bar

+853 8861 7213

***

SO SPA
Buy 10 Get 5 Free Spa Package Offer
Buy 10 So SPA 60min massages and get 5 free 60min facial or massage treatments at your choice, as well as 1
free 60min massage voucher for your friend! You can also enjoy other exclusive privileges such as joining the So
SPA VIP member automatically, complimentary usage of Deep Relaxation Lounge, macaron and 3-hour parking.
Friends and Family Referral Program
Recommend one friend to use the above mentioned voucher; you can get 1 free 60min massage voucher for your
own usage after he/she purchased the “Buy 10 Get 5 Free Spa Offer”!
Buy 10 Get 5 Free Spa Package Offer

MOP6,000++/person

So SPA

+853 8861 7801

***

Photos Caption

Mistral - Southeast Asian Dinner Buffet: Singapore Hainan Chicken Rice, Malaysian Asam Laksa… all your dreamy
Southeast Asia is here at Mistral!

Le Chinois – Summer 8-course Set/ à la carte Menu: Lobster Baked with Fresh Coconut and Honey, Braised
Seafood and Winter Melon with Supreme Sauce etc.

RendezVous Lobby Bar － Delight Afternoon Set: offers you a cool summer afternoon by redefining light food.

So SPA －”Buy 10 Get 5 Free Spa Package Offer” provides you the premium service with valuable price.

Editor’s note
Sofitel Macau At Ponte 16 – Positioned on Macau’s picturesque waterfront, in the centre of the charming
historic quarter, with a walking distance to the UNESCO world heritage sites, inside the entertainment
complex of Ponte 16, Sofitel Macau delivers a glamorous mix of classic and modern styles with its
surrounding.
Mistral – seating 188, all day dining restaurant serving fusion menu and buffet offering of local Chinese and
international cuisine with French influences, with Macau’s most picturesque alfresco setting, Mistral
restaurant is the perfect place for a relaxing and pleasurable dining experience. Buffets to à la carte,
opens from 7am to 10pm daily.
Privé – seating 24, an upscale boutique French restaurant serving exceptional menus include a variety of
seasonal à la carte dishes which are enhanced by a selection of tasting menus. Privé offers
spectacular views of the old city and the historic sites of Macau, with an intimate space that allows for
exceptional private dining. It opens 5 days a week Tuesday through Saturday from 6pm to 10pm.
Le Chinois – seating 148, Le Chinois overlooks the Macau inner harbor with panoramic views of the city
skyline and its fascinating river bank from the top floor of Sofitel Macau at Ponte 16. Authentic
Cantonese fare gains extra appeal thanks to stylish French-inspired presentation. Tradition meets the
present day in Chef Mok’s interpretation of Cantonese classics. Exquisite dim sum is a special
attraction at lunch time. Le Chinois opens from 9am to 3pm for dim sum breakfast and lunch, and
5:30pm to 10pm for dinner daily.
RendezVous – seating 43, a relaxed and chic environment with an array of fine scotches, infused vodkas
and an international wine list. Rendezvous also provides premium afternoon tea sets with Tea Ritual
by Sofitel, opens from 8am to 10pm daily.
So SPA – This cocooning, feel-good space is dedicated to wellbeing and relaxation. Spend time in the
innovative multi-sensory shower, feel the benefit from traditional Asian treatments or wet and dry

Hammam treatments from the Middle East. The latest modern French cosmetology techniques are all
part of the So SPA experience. Open from 10am to 11pm daily.
So FIT – It reflects the simple concept with the basic black décor enlivened by accents of lime green,
incorporating personalized music selection and plasma screen as well as inspiring views of fresh
greenery landscape and the outdoor swimming pool. State-of-the-art facilities include cardio and
strength-training equipment, free weights and wellness exercise room, sauna and steam facilities and
relaxing area. It opens from 6am to 10pm daily (24h access for hotel guests).
Swimming Pools – Set amidst gently waving palm trees and lush landscaping, the free-form main pool and
terrace form an attractive venue for leisure hours. Guests staying at the exclusive Mansion at Sofitel
have their own hideaway pool, a beautifully landscaped private oasis.
The Mansion At Sofitel – The magnificent Mansion at Sofitel offers the ultimate in style, elegance and
personal comfort. With different design themes, the 19 units of mansion provide the finest in-room
technology for convenience and peace of mind when traveling.

Discover Sofitel Macau on www.sofitelmacau.com
*****
Sofitel, authentic luxury hotels with a French soul
Sofitel is the elegant answer to a luxury traveler’s quest for the good things in life. Each hotel illustrates an
artful blend of local culture and French soul. With an innate sense of new French art de vivre, Sofitel
hold themselves to a heightened level of excellence and refinement. 120 addresses in 40 countries
across the five continents appeals to modern status seekers, who have something special and unique
that makes them stand out from the crowd. Each hotel is differentiated by its “cousu-main” service,
graceful design, creative and inspired gastronomy in major cities like Paris, London, New York, Rio de
Janeiro, Dubai, Bangkok, Shanghai… or nestled away in a country landscape in Morocco, Egypt,
Thailand, French Polynesia…
Sofitel Legend, where heritage meets modernity. The network is composed of 5 timeless and iconic
addresses that are generously infused with French luxury for ultimate indulgence.
SO Sofitel, rebellious lifestyle hotels bursting with local energy. In Bangkok, Singapore and Mauritius, SO
Sofitel is an experience apart from the rest, recognizable for its avant-garde design, state-of-the-art
technology, surprising happenings and social experience.
MGallery by Sofitel, charming boutique hotels, inspiring and singular. The intimate collection of 75 hotels
stands for adventurous explorers who are clued in to travel and seek out the unbeaten path.

sofitel.com | accorhotels.com
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